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To enter target cells, human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) first attaches to the cells and fuses with the cell
membrane. Attachment and fusion involve envelope glycoprotein trimers on the surface of the virion and the
CD4 receptor and chemokine coreceptors on the surface of the target cell. The stoichiometry of entry, that is,
the number of bonds between such trimers and CD4 that are required for infection, is unknown. Pseudotyped
virions that express mixed trimers consisting of functional and nonfunctional envelope proteins have been used
to study how many trimer-receptor interactions are required for virus entry. However, to extract information
on the stoichiometry of entry from data generated in in vitro infectivity assays with such viruses, mathematical
models are required. Here, we describe mathematical models that can be used to infer the stoichiometry of
entry. By fitting our simplest model to previously published data (X. Yang, S. Kurteva, X. Ren, S. Lee, and J.
Sodroski, J. Virol. 79: 12132–12147, 2005), we estimated that the number of trimer-receptor interactions
required for HIV to infect a target cell is approximately eight, which is higher than previous estimates. We also
consider model extensions that explain some systematic deviations of the data from the prediction of the
simplest model. However, these extended models yield very different estimates of the stoichiometry of entry
ranging from 2 to 19. These results strongly suggest that, based on our present knowledge of HIV entry, the
stoichiometry of this process cannot be reliably estimated. Our study identifies parameters that need to be
defined to render the estimation of the stoichiometry of HIV entry possible.
Human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) encodes envelope
proteins gp120 and gp41, which are expressed on the virion
surface as trimers (16). These trimers are involved in virus
attachment to and entry into host cells and are targets for
neutralizing antibodies and antiretroviral drugs. It has been
shown that antibody binding to the envelope protein trimer of
HIV is both necessary and sufficient for virus neutralization
(10, 13, 20).
Molecular techniques allow the production of pseudotyped
viruses with mixed envelope protein (Env) trimers expressed
on their surface. By using such mixed-Env viruses, it is possible
to study the molecular requirements of virus entry and neu-
tralization quantitatively (14, 17, 18, 19). In particular, it can be
investigated how many trimer-receptor interactions are needed
for the virus to infect target cells—commonly referred to as the
stoichiometry of (virus) entry—on which we focus in this pa-
per. An estimate of the stoichiometry of entry informs us about
the molecular characteristics of infectious virions and is the
basis for the estimation of additional stoichiometric parame-
ters involved in antibody neutralization. In the context of an-
tibody neutralization, one can ask how many antibodies are
needed to neutralize a single trimer—referred to as the stoi-
chiometry of (trimer) neutralization—and how many trimers
have to be neutralized to render the entire virion incapable of
infection—referred to as the stoichiometry of virion neutral-
ization. The study of these quantitative molecular aspects is
important for a rational design of drug treatment and vaccines.
Inferring the stoichiometry of entry, however, requires
mathematical models because infectivity assays performed
with mixed-Env pseudotyped viruses do not allow direct mea-
surement of the stoichiometry of entry. Rather, the measured
infectivity of a virus stock is the result of all of the combina-
torial complexity that is involved in the generation of mixed-
Env pseudotyped viruses. In this article, we describe mathe-
matical models that can be used to infer the stoichiometry of
entry from data generated in in vitro infection experiments
with mixed-Env pseudotyped viruses. We finally use our mod-
els to reanalyze data published previously (18). Unlike the
mathematical treatment in previous studies (4, 18), our models
take into consideration the variation in the number of trimers
different virions express on their surface. Furthermore, we
consider variation in transfection rates across cells, potential
segregation of envelope proteins within the transfected cells,
and potential proximity requirements of trimers. We find that
the stoichiometric parameter obtained depends strongly on the
model assumptions.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Data. The experimental data we analyzed in this study have been published
previously by Yang et al. (18). In this study, pseudotyped virions expressing
different types of envelope proteins on their surface were produced as follows.
Cells (293T) were transfected with plasmids that encode all of the viral proteins
required to form virions, replication-incompetent HIV RNA, and a reporter
gene (luciferase). Translation of the plasmids coding for viral proteins and
transcription of the plasmids carrying viral RNA result in the production of
virions which can infect new cells but not replicate in them. The luciferase allows
easy quantification of the infectivity of a given virus stock. Figure 1 is a schematic
representation of the transfection system.
In the transfection system used by Yang et al. (18), the plasmids coding for the
envelope protein of HIV are a mixture of plasmids encoding wild-type and
mutant envelope proteins (Fig. 1). The envelope genes on the plasmids are first
transcribed and translated, and then the resulting Env proteins are assembled
into trimers and expressed on the virion surface. In previous mathematical
models (4, 18), it was assumed that the wild-type and mutant envelope proteins
are recruited into trimers randomly and independently, according to the fre-
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quency of the respective plasmids, giving rise to homo- and heterotrimers on the
virion surface. (In the segregation model described below, we relax this assump-
tion.)
The mutant envelope proteins that have been used to determine the stoichi-
ometry of entry by Yang et al. (18) are glycoproteins which either cannot be
cleaved into gp120 and gp41 or do not fold properly. When built into a trimer,
such mutant envelope proteins prevent the conformational changes in the trimer
necessary for the infection of a target cell. One mutated envelope protein is
thought to be enough to render a trimer nonfunctional. (These mutants are
therefore often called dominant negative.)
To study the stoichiometry of entry, infectivity assays were performed. For
these assays, mixed-Env pseudotyped viruses were produced with different ratios
of mutant to wild-type Env-encoding plasmids. The infectivity of these viruses
was then determined and normalized by the infectivity of viruses produced with
only wild-type Env-encoding plasmids. The output from such infectivity assays is
the relative infectivity (RI) as a function of the fraction of mutant Env-encoding
plasmids with which the cells have been transfected.
Mathematical models. The mathematical models we developed account for
the combinatorial aspects involved in the generation of pseudotyped virions and
predict the RI of a virus stock. The models have two integral components. First,
wild-type and mutant envelope proteins are assumed to be sampled from the
pool of envelope proteins within the transfected cells and assembled into trimers.
In the basic model, mutant envelope proteins are randomly recruited into a
trimer with a probability equal to their frequency in the envelope protein pool
and independent of what kind of envelope proteins have already been recruited
into the trimer. The frequency of trimers with zero, one, two, or three mutant
envelope proteins is then described by the binomial distribution. In the segre-
gation model (see the description of the segregation model below), we relax the
assumption of random sampling. Secondly, the number of trimers expressed on
each virion varies. We incorporate this variation into our models. We will refer
to the distribution which describes the variation in the number of trimers across
virions as the distribution of trimer numbers. Note that this distribution describes
only the numerical, and not the spatial, distribution of trimers on the surface of
a virion. Combining the binomial assembly of wild-type and mutant envelope
trimers with the variation of the number of trimers across virions, we obtain an
expression for the RI of virus stocks.
Basic model. Let T be the stoichiometry of entry, i.e., the number of trimer-
receptor interactions which the virus needs to infect a cell. To estimate T,
infectivity assays have been conducted to determine the RI of virus stocks with
different fractions of dominant negative mutant envelope proteins (18). Let fM be
the fraction of mutant envelope-encoding plasmids with which the cells are
transfected. In the basic model, we assume that after transfection and expression
the fraction of mutant envelope proteins in the transfected cells will be equal to
fM. (This assumption will be relaxed below in the imperfect-transfection model.)
Assuming that trimers are assembled by randomly and independently sampling
envelope proteins from the pool within the transfected cell, the probability that
a trimer is functional is given by the equation
p3 1 fM3 (1)
Mathematically, this corresponds to the probability of three successes in three
Bernoulli trials with a probability of success equal to 1  fM.
If each virtual virion has a constant number of trimers, s, then the probability
that a virion has g “good”/functional trimers is:
sgp3g1 p3s  g (2)
The expression above is the basic binomial probability of g successes in s trials
with success probability p3.
To calculate the RI of virions with exactly s trimers, we simply add the
probabilities that a virion has T good trimers more than or equal to:
RIs
gT
s
sgp3g1 p3s  g (3)
However, the number of trimers on the virion surface varies (21). Let s, where
s  0, . . . , smax, be the probability that a virion has s trimers. To calculate the
RI, we now have to calculate the probability that a virion with s  0, . . . , smax
trimers has more than T good trimers and then sum the probabilities, weighting
them with s:
RI 
sTsmax sg  Ts  sgp3g1  p3s  gsTsmax s (4)
The expression in the denominator, sTsmax s, is the fraction of wild-type virions
that have more than T good trimers on their surface (which is smaller than 1 if
some virions have fewer than T trimers).
Using equation 4, we can infer the stoichiometry of entry from the observed
RI for various values of fM and knowing the distribution of trimer numbers
given by s.
Imperfect transfection model. In the basic model, we have assumed that the
fraction of mutant envelope proteins in the envelope protein pool within each
transfected cell is the same as the fraction of mutant envelope protein-encoding
plasmids with which the cells have been transfected. The latter is designated fM.
This assumption is justified if a high number of plasmids can enter the trans-
fected cell and the relative expression rate of wild-type and mutant envelope-
encoding plasmids is the same in each cell. If one of these conditions is violated,
the fraction of mutant envelope proteins in the Env pool will vary across the
transfected cells.
To incorporate this potential variation into the basic model, we describe the
fraction of mutant envelope proteins in the Env pool as a B-distributed random
variable with mean fM and variance v. We designate the probability density
FIG. 1. Generation of mixed-Env pseudotyped virions as described by Yang et al. (18). Cells are transfected with plasmids that give rise to the
production of virions, which are able to infect cells but not to replicate. Arbitrary ratios of the plasmids coding for wild-type (wt) and mutant (mut)
envelope proteins can be mixed and transfected into cells. The generated virions express four types of trimers: wild-type Env homotrimers, mutant
Env homotrimers, and Env heterotrimers with one or two mutant envelope proteins. Infection of cells with these viruses leads to the expression
of luciferase, which allows the assessment of infectivity via luminescence.
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function of this random variable fM,v. The variance, v, should be higher the
closer the fraction of Env-encoding plasmids comes to 0.5 and is defined as:
v v˜fM1 fM (5)
where 0  v˜ 1 denotes the coefficient of variation. For a coefficient of variation
close to 0, the fraction of mutant Env proteins in the Env pool of each transfected
cell is approximately equal to the fraction of mutant Env-encoding plasmids, fM.
This corresponds to the basic model. As the coefficient of variation increases, the
variance of the B-distributed fraction of mutant envelope proteins in the Env
pool across the transfected cells also increases. A coefficient of variation close to
1 corresponds to a scenario in which the envelope pool of a transfected cell
consists of either almost exclusively mutant or almost exclusively wild-type en-
velope proteins. In this case, the fraction of cells that express only mutant Env is
approximately equal to fM.
Because in the imperfect transfection model the fraction of mutant envelope
proteins may vary across cells, the probability that a functional trimer is formed
may also differ across cells. Let x be the fraction of mutant envelope proteins in
a given cell. Then the probability of forming a functional trimer in this cell is (1
x)3. To calculate the RI, we need to average the probabilities of forming func-
tional trimers over all transfected cells. The average probability of forming
functional trimers, p3
itm, across all transfected cells is then given as:
p3
itm
0
1
1 x3fM,vxdx (6)
To obtain the predictions for the RI, we simply replace the probability of forming
a functional trimer, p3, in the RI function of the basic model (equation 4) with
the probability of forming a functional trimer in the imperfect transfection
model, p3
itm (equation 6):
RIitm
sTsmax s g  Ts  sgp3itmg1 p3itmsgsTsmax s (7)
By fitting this model to the data of Yang et al. (18), we estimate v˜ in addition to
the stoichiometry of entry, T.
Segregation model. Let us again assume perfect transfection as in the basic
model. In the basic model, we also assume that envelope proteins are recruited
perfectly randomly into trimers, i.e., that they are recruited with a probability
equal to their frequency in the envelope protein pool and independent of what
kind of envelope proteins have already been recruited into the trimer.
To allow for the possibility of nonrandom or nonindependent formation of
trimers from wild-type and mutant envelope proteins, we extend the model by
one parameter, 	, that describes the potential spatial or temporal segregation of
envelope proteins within the transfected cells. 	 ranges from 0 to 1. 	  0
corresponds to no segregation, i.e., a scenario in which wild-type and mutant
envelope proteins are recruited into trimers as in the basic model, whereas 	 
1 corresponds to full segregation, i.e., a scenario in which heterotrimers are not
formed.
Mathematically, we can implement segregation simply by changing the defi-
nition of the probability of the formation of wild-type homotrimers, p3, from that
in equation 1 to:
p3
seg 1 fM3  2	 (8)
For 	  0, p3
seg  p3. Substituting p3
seg into equation 4, we obtain a prediction for
the segregation model, i.e.,
RIseg
sTsmax s g  Ts  sgp3segg1 p3segs  gsTsmax s (9)
By fitting this model to the data of Yang et al. (18), we estimate 	 in addition to
the stoichiometry of entry, T.
Proximity model. In the basic model, we assume that functional trimers can
engage successfully with the receptor on the cell regardless of their position on
the virion. It is conceivable, however, that trimers need to be sufficiently close to
each other to cooperate during the infection of the cell. To incorporate this
possibility, we extended our basic model by one parameter, a, which describes the
critical great circle distance below which trimers can cooperate (Fig. 2).
The RI for this model cannot be derived analytically. We therefore resorted to
simulations. To derive the RI, we generate virtual virions in silico. The simula-
tions are done as follows. In step 1, draw a random number, s, of trimers from the
distribution specified by s. In step 2, generate a random number of functional
trimers, g, from a binomial distribution with sample size s and probability of
success p3  (1  fM)3. In step 3, check if g is larger than the stoichiometry of
entry, T; if it is not, then score this virion as not infectious and proceed to the
next virion; if it is, then (i) distribute these g trimers randomly across the virion
and (ii) check if there is a cluster with a size at least equal to T in which none of
the pairwise distances between functional trimers is larger than a. In step 4,
repeat this for many virions (we used 104 virions).
The number of infectious virions obtained by this algorithm has to be normal-
ized by the number of infectious virions obtained from an analogous simulation
with fM  0, i.e., wild-type virions. The normalization is required because not
every wild-type virion is infectious. (There are two reasons why not every wild-
type virion is infectious. First, in general there is a fraction, s  0T  1 s, of virions
that have fewer than T trimers and are therefore not infectious. Second, the
proximity requirement will render an even larger fraction of wild-type virions not
infectious.) This algorithm yields an estimate for the RI of our proximity model.
By fitting this model to the data of Yang et al. (18), we estimate the critical
distance a along with T.
Soft threshold model. As a last model extension, we relax the assumption of
the basic model that there is a strict threshold number of trimers (T) below
which virions are not infectious and above which virions have equal infec-
tiousness (Fig. 3).
To do this, we introduce function 
 that describes the relative infectiousness of
virions as a function of the number of functional trimers they express on their
surface. 
(s)  sh/(T1/2
h  sh) is a Hill function with parameters T1/2 and h. T1/2 is
the number of trimers at which 
  0.5 and does not have to be integer. h is the
Hill coefficient, which is a measure of the sharpness of the threshold.
FIG. 2. Illustration of the proximity requirements in the proximity
model. Three virions are shown with three functional trimers each.
Distances between trimers greater than the critical distance a are
shown as red lines, and distances smaller than a are green. (A) A virion
with trimers that are farther apart from each other than critical dis-
tance a. This virion is not infectious in the proximity model. (B) A
virion on which two of the three trimers are less than a apart. If the
stoichiometry of entry were 2, this virion would be infectious; for T 
3, it would not be infectious. (C) A virion on which the three trimers
have pairwise distances that are smaller than critical distance a. This
virion is infectious for T  2 and T  3.
FIG. 3. Comparison of the strict threshold assumption of the basic
model to the soft threshold assumption. (A) The infectivity of a virion
as a function of the number of functional trimers on its surface ac-
cording to the strict threshold assumption. In this example, we assume
that T  8, i.e., that a virion with eight or more trimers is fully
infectious, whereas a virion with fewer than eight trimers is not infec-
tious. (B) The infectivity of a virion as a function of the number of
functional trimers on its surface according to the soft threshold model.
Two curves with differing Hill coefficients, h, are shown.
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The RI predicted from this model is given as:
RIst
s1smax sg  1s 
g sgp3g1 p3s  gs1smax 
(s)s (10)
By fitting this model to the data of Yang et al. (18), we estimate the parameters
T1/2 and h.
The expressions in equations 4, 7, 9, and 10 were implemented as functions in
the R language for statistical computing (9). Because we did not have an ana-
lytical solution for the RI in the proximity model, we approximated it by simu-
lating virtual virions. To reduce run time, the algorithm for this was implemented
in C and loaded into R as a shared library. The program is available upon
request.
RESULTS
Mean and variation in the number of Env trimers influence
RI. The stoichiometry of entry, T, can be estimated from data
generated in infectivity assays performed as described above.
For these infectivity assays, mixed-Env pseudotyped viruses are
produced with different fractions of plasmids encoding mutant
envelope proteins, fM, and their RI is determined. The stoichi-
ometry of entry can then be obtained by fitting a mathematical
model to the RI measurements.
In Fig. 4A, we show how the predicted RI depends on the
stoichiometry of entry, T. The higher the value of T, the sooner
the RI drops as a function of fM. This is intuitive because if
many trimer-receptor interactions are needed for virus entry, a
virion will be able to tolerate only few mutant envelope pro-
teins that render trimers nonfunctional. For example, if a
virion has 10 trimers and requires 7 for infection, the RI drops
to 0.5 for fM 0.14, whereas it drops to 0.5 for fM 0.62 if T
1. These relationships among RI, fM, and T are consistent with
earlier findings (4). This dependence of the predicted RI on
the stoichiometry of entry forms the basis for the inference of
this parameter.
However, the RI predicted by the mathematical model also
depends on additional parameters. An important such param-
eter, which we consider here, is the distribution of trimer
numbers, s. Because the distribution of trimer numbers af-
fects the predicted RI, it will also affect the estimates of the
stoichiometric parameter that one infers from data by fitting
the model. Figure 4B shows how the predicted RI depends on
the mean number of trimers and the variance of the distribu-
tion of trimer numbers.
The higher the mean number of trimers, the larger fM has to
be for the RI to drop. For example, if we assume that there are
36 trimers on each virion and the stoichiometry of entry is 1,
the predicted RI is 0.5 when fM  0.43, whereas if we assume
that each virion has 10 trimers, the RI is 0.5 for fM  0.14.
If we keep the mean number of trimers constant and change
the variance of the distribution of trimer numbers, we find that
the RIs become flatter functions of fM. Experimentally deter-
mined RIs tend to drop more smoothly for increasing fM than
models with a constant number of trimers on virions predict.
Thus, it is important to incorporate as much information about
the distribution of trimer numbers as possible into the model
when inferring stoichiometric parameters. We therefore base
our statistical inferences in the following on a “realistic” dis-
tribution of trimer numbers with a mean of 14 and a standard
deviation of 7. These numbers were recently defined experi-
mentally by cryoelectron microscopy (21). Figure 5 shows a
histogram of this “realistic” distribution. By using this distri-
bution for our mathematical models, we assume that the tri-
mers identified by electron microscopy are functional.
Is T equal to 1? It has been suggested that the stoichiometry
of entry is 1 (18), i.e., that a single trimer-receptor interaction
is sufficient to mediate viral entry into a target cell. Reanalyz-
ing the data of Yang et al. (18) by using a mathematical model
in which all virions were assumed to have exactly nine trimers,
Klasse (4) found that the stoichiometry of entry is 5. Using the
same data set (18) and our basic model that incorporates a
“realistic” distribution of trimer numbers defined above (Fig.
5), we came to different conclusions.
The analyzed data are described in detail in reference 18. In
short, two mutant envelope proteins, V513E and R508S/
R511S, have been used to generate pseudotyped viruses, and
RIs were measured for fM  0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, and 1.0. Both
mutant envelope proteins are thought to have a dominant
negative effect on trimer functionality; i.e., one mutant en-
velope will render a trimer unable to engage in an interac-
tion with the CD4 receptor that results in the infection of
the target cell.
We fitted our model (equation 4) to the RIs for both mutant
envelope proteins V513E and R508S/R511S, assuming that
there is no difference in the stoichiometry of entry between the
FIG. 4. The RI as a function of the fraction of mutant envelope
proteins, fM, predicted by equation 4. (A) Dependence of the RI on
stoichiometry parameter T. For this plot, we assumed that every virion
has exactly 10 trimers. (B) Dependence of the RI on the mean and
variance of the distribution of trimer numbers, s. For the plot, we
assumed T  1 and distributions with means of 10 (solid lines) and 36
(dashed lines) with either no variance (black lines) or high variance
(red lines). The high variances derive from uniform distributed trimer
numbers between 2 and 18 (which results in a mean of 10 trimers) or
0 and 72 (which results in a mean of 36 trimers).
FIG. 5. Histogram of the “realistic” distribution of trimer numbers.
We defined this distribution as a discretized B-distribution with a mean
of 14 and a standard deviation of 7, as found in reference 21. This
distribution is also in agreement with the range of 4 to 35 trimers found
in a sample of 40 virions by Zhu et al. (21).
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two mutants. This resulted in an estimated stoichiometry of
entry (T) of 8. A bootstrap procedure resulted in estimates of
T ranging from 7 to 9 in 99.3% of the cases. This estimate is
consistent with empirical evidence (15). Figure 6A shows the
best fit of our model, and Fig. 6B shows the residual sum of
squares as a function of the stoichiometry of entry, T. If we fit
our model (equation 4) by allowing for differences in the stoi-
chiometry of entry between V513E and R508S/R511S, we ob-
tain T  7 and T  9, respectively. However, this extension of
the model by allowing for mutant-specific stoichiometric pa-
rameters does not improve the fit significantly (F-test on the
residual sum of squares, P  0.50) and the difference in T for
the two mutants is not significant (data not shown).
Fitting the imperfect transfection model. In the basic model,
we assume that the fraction of mutant envelope proteins within
each transfected cell is identical to the fraction of mutant
envelope-encoding plasmids with which the cells have been
transfected. However, this may not be the case because of
variable transfection efficiency or expression rates across cells.
Such differences in transfection and expression will result in
fractions of mutant envelope proteins that vary across the
transfected cells. To allow for this possibility, we developed the
imperfect transfection model.
The imperfect transfection model is an extension of the basic
model by parameter v˜ that measures the variation of the frac-
tion of mutant envelope proteins in the envelope protein pool
across the transfected cells. More precisely, we assume that the
fraction of mutated envelope proteins in the envelope protein
pool is a B-distributed random variable with mean fM and
coefficient of variation v˜. According to this model, the predic-
tions for the RI (equation 7) are dependent on the stoichi-
ometry of entry and the coefficient of variation, v˜ (see Ma-
terials and Methods). As in all of our models, we assume
that the number of trimers on the virion surface follows
the “realistic” distribution described in Fig. 5.
Fitting the imperfect transfection model to the data in ref-
erence 18 improves the fit significantly (F-test, P 3  1011).
The stoichiometry parameter T is estimated to be 19, and the
coefficient of variation (v˜) is estimated to be 0.99992. Hence,
according to this model, 19 trimer-receptor interactions are
needed for cell entry and the envelope protein pool is enor-
mously heterogeneous between cells, consisting mainly of ei-
ther wild-type or mutant envelope proteins. A bootstrap rou-
tine with 1,000 replicates results in 95% of the bootstrap
estimates lying in a region with high stoichiometry (17  T 
19) and a high coefficient of variation (0.9563  v˜  0.99995).
The better fit of the imperfect transfection model, however,
should not be interpreted as proof that transfection or subse-
quent expression of envelope proteins is actually variable
across the transfected cells. Rather, this result shows that the
estimate of the stoichiometry of entry sensitively depends on
the assumptions of the mathematical model on which its esti-
mation is based. The main lesson from the fit of the imperfect
transfection model is that the transfection and expression ef-
ficacy should be determined independently to obtain a better
estimate of the stoichiometry of entry.
Fitting the segregation model. In the basic model, we as-
sume that wild-type and mutant envelope proteins are re-
FIG. 6. Reanalysis of the data from reference 18 with our basic model (equation 4). (A) Best fit of our model, which results in an estimate of
T  8. (B) Histogram of bootstrap estimates of T. The bootstrap sample size was 1,000, and 99.3% of the estimates lie between 7 and 9.
(C) Residual sum of squares for different T values. From this plot, it is clear that T  8 is the best fit and that there are no other local minima.
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cruited into trimers perfectly randomly, i.e., with a probability
equal to their frequency in the envelope protein pool and
independent of what kind of envelope proteins have already
been recruited into the trimer. However, the expression of
envelope proteins may be spatially or temporally segregated.
We developed a model that allows for the potential segrega-
tion of envelope proteins (equation 9). In addition to the
stoichiometry of entry, this model features a parameter, 	,
describing the segregation of envelope proteins within the
transfected cell. 	 ranges from 0 to 1, corresponding to no
segregation and full segregation, respectively.
Including potential segregation in the model improves the fit
to the data reported by Yang et al. (18) significantly (F-test,
P  4  1011). The fit of the segregation model yields an
estimate of the stoichiometry of entry of 19 and a segregation
coefficient (	) of 1.0, i.e., full segregation. A bootstrap routine
with 1,000 replicates results in 98% of the bootstrap estimates
lying in a region characterized by a high stoichiometry of entry
(18  T  20) and high segregation (	  0.98).
By the same logic that we applied in the case of the imper-
fect transfection model, the better fit of the segregation model
should not be interpreted as definitive evidence in favor of a
high segregation coefficient. This result rather suggests that for
reliable estimation of stoichiometry, the segregation coefficient
should be determined independently. Figure 7 shows the frac-
tion of virions that carry heterotrimers as a function of the
fraction of mutant envelopes, fM, and the segregation coeffi-
cient, 	. For intermediate values of fM, our basic model (	  0)
predicts that almost all virions carry heterotrimers, whereas the
best fit of the segregation model predicts that almost no virion
should carry heterotrimers. An analysis such as the one pre-
sented in Fig. 7 could be used to estimate the segregation
coefficient independently from data on the fraction of virions
carrying heterotrimers.
Fitting the proximity model. Does the estimate of the stoi-
chiometry of entry we obtain from the basic model (T  8)
mean that eight trimer-receptor interactions are required for
HIV entry? No, not necessarily. If trimers have to be close to
each other in order to mediate entry, fewer than eight trimers
may have to engage with the CD4 receptor.
We have developed a mathematical model (the proximity
model) that predicts the RI for the case in which T trimers
which are less than a critical distance, a, apart are necessary for
infection (see Materials and Methods). A comparison of the
proximity model and the basic model is shown in Fig. 8.
Fitting the proximity model to the data by Yang improves the
fit of the basic model significantly (F-test, P 5 1010). The fit
of the proximity model yields estimates of the stoichiometry of
entry of T  2 and a  12 nm (assuming a virion diameter of
100 nm). A bootstrap routine with 700 replicates results in 93%
of the bootstrap estimates being in the ranges 2  T  5 and
10 nm  a  100 nm.
By cryoelectron microscopy Sougrat et al. (15) recently suc-
ceeded in visualizing virions in the act of infecting CD4 T
cells. The authors established from this analysis that virions
form an “entry claw” with a diameter of approximately 40 nm
with five to seven trimers between the virion and the cell.
Although the estimates of the critical distance, a, which we
obtain by fitting our proximity model is quite consistent with
the observations in reference 15, we have to be cautious not to
overinterpret this consistency. In the Discussion, we elaborate
on the commonalities and discrepancies between the observa-
tions of Sougrat et al. (15) and our proximity model.
Fitting the soft threshold model. In our models so far, we
assumed that there is a strict threshold in the number of func-
tional trimers above which a virion is infectious. It is conceiv-
able that the infectivity of a virion increases with the number of
functional trimers on its surface. To allow for this possibility,
we have developed a soft threshold model (equation 10). This
model has two parameters: T1/2, describing the trimer number
at which the RI reaches 50%, and h, describing the softness of
the threshold (the Hill coefficient). We limited the possible
values of T1/2 to 0 to 100 because our “realistic” distribution is
cut off at 100 trimers too; i.e., according to the realistic trimer
distribution, there are no virions with more than 100 trimers.
Including the possibility of a soft threshold again improves
the fit to the data of Yang et al. (18) significantly (F-test,
P  5  1015). Fitting the soft threshold model, we esti-
mate T1/2  100 and h  1.26. A bootstrap routine with
1,000 bootstrap replicates yields 95% confidence intervals for
T1/2 ranging from 22 to 100 (hereby we set the maximum
allowed estimate of T1/2 at 100) and for h ranging from 1.14 to
1.67. The low confidence in the estimate of T1/2 is due to the
fact that—according to the “realistic” distribution we assume
in our analysis—virions with high numbers of trimers are rare.
This limits the accuracy with which T1/2 can be estimated.
Figure 9C shows the RIs of virions with various numbers of
functional trimers on their surface according to the best fit of
FIG. 7. Fraction of virions with heterotrimers according to the seg-
regation model (seg) for different segregation parameters, 	.
FIG. 8. Comparison of the proximity model (pc) with the basic
model (bm, without proximity correction). Predictions of the proximity
model are based on simulating 10,000 virtual virions.
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the soft threshold model. The fit results in an almost linear
increase in RIs with the number of trimers, rather than in a soft
threshold. Thus, the assumptions of a strict threshold in the
models above may not even hold approximately. However,
what we show here is only that infectivities which increase
linearly with the number of trimers explain some of the devi-
ation from the fit of our basic model (as did the assumption of
segregation and proximity requirements). We cannot conclude
from this analysis that there is no threshold (see Discussion).
DISCUSSION
In this study, we developed a framework for the estimation
of the stoichiometry of HIV entry. Our basic model incorpo-
rates the variation in the number of trimers virions express on
their surface and yields an estimate of the stoichiometry of
entry of 8. However, as we show by investigating four exten-
sions of the basic model, this estimate is not robust. If trimers
need to be close to each other in order to cooperate in the
infection process, the estimate of the stoichiometry of entry
may be as low as 2. If the transfection efficiency varies across
cells or envelope proteins segregate within the transfected cell,
giving rise to virions that express only wild-type or mutant Env
homotrimers, the stoichiometry of entry is estimated to be 19.
Our analysis illustrates the need for further experimental stud-
ies that shed light on the factors that influence the estimate of
the stoichiometry of entry. The data generated so far do not
allow reliable estimation of the stoichiometry of entry.
Our basic model goes beyond the mathematical model of
Yang et al. (18) by accounting for the fact that virions have
multiple trimers on their surface. In the model of Yang et al.,
RI (1 fM)
3T, the predicted RI of a virus stock depends only
on the fraction of mutant envelope proteins, fM, and the stoi-
chiometry of entry, T. It is independent of the number of
trimers on the virions.
In a recent study, Klasse (4) reanalyzed the data of Yang et
al. (18). Klasse’s model assumes a constant number (n  9) of
trimers on each virion. He estimates a stoichiometry of entry of
5. The difference between Klasse’s estimate of the stoichiom-
etry of entry and the one we derived with our basic model is
due to different assumptions about the distribution of trimer
numbers. Klasse assumes that each virion has 9 trimers (i.e., a
singular distribution), whereas we assume a mean number of
trimers of 14 with a standard deviation of 7, in agreement with
the latest estimates by Zhu et al. (21).
In addition to the different estimates of the stoichiometry of
entry we obtained, there are two other consequences of taking
into account the variation in the number of trimers across
virions. First, unlike in models that assume that virions have a
constant number of trimers, there is no fixed number of trimers
which have to be neutralized to neutralize a virion. For exam-
ple, in reference 4, every virion has nine trimers and needs five
to be infectious. Therefore, neutralizing five trimers renders
the virion noninfectious. In our basic model, virions are esti-
mated to require eight trimers to be infectious. However, how
many trimers have to be neutralized to render a given virion
noninfectious depends on the total number of trimers on the
virion in question. Second, whereas in reference 4 every virion
is infectious, in our models not every virion is predicted to be
infectious. The fraction of infectious virions depends on the
distribution of trimer numbers. According to our basic model
with the “realistic” distribution, 18% of the virions have fewer
than eight trimers and are therefore not infectious. The re-
FIG. 9. Fits of the four extended models to the RI data. Shown are the fits obtained with the imperfect transfection model (A), the segregation
model (B), the proximity model (C), and the soft threshold model (D). All four extended models improve the fit of the basic model significantly.
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maining 82% can potentially infect, at least as judged by the
number of trimers they express on their surface. In the other
extended models, the fraction of potentially infectious virions
is of the same order of magnitude. This fraction of infectious
virions is still far larger than the fraction of virions that is
observed to infect cells in culture. Estimates of this fraction
range from 1 in 100,000 (8) to 1 in 5,000 (11). However, the
high fraction of potentially infectious virions predicted by our
basic model should not be misinterpreted as an inconsistency
with observations. It is very likely that there are many other
factors—factors not related to the number of trimers on viri-
ons—which may influence the infection success of a virion.
The dependence of the estimate of the stoichiometry of
entry on the distribution of trimer numbers is particularly rel-
evant for attempts to study stoichiometric parameters by using
hybrid viruses (6, 7, 18). For example, the stoichiometry of
entry of influenza virus has been studied by generating HIV
virions which display trimers of the influenza virus hemagglu-
tinin protein (18). Such approaches may lead to false estimates
of the stoichiometry of entry if they are not based on the
appropriate distribution of trimer numbers. The appropriate
distribution to use in the above example is the one describing
the hemagglutinin trimers on the hybrid pseudotyped virions.
(Yang et al. [18] did not factor the distribution of trimer num-
bers into their estimation of the stoichiometry of entry and
therefore did not encounter this problem.) By the same logic,
even for the nonhybrid HIV system, one should base the esti-
mation of the stoichiometry of entry on the distribution of
trimer numbers found on the pseudotyped virions that are used
in the infectivity assays rather than on the distribution of clin-
ical isolates. Since HIV pseudotyped virions have been sug-
gested to have fewer trimers, on average, than normal virions
(5), a definitive estimate of the stoichiometry of entry should
be based on the distribution of trimer numbers of pseudotyped
virions. However, the estimates of the stoichiometry of entry
we present here will be unaffected if pseudotyped virions sim-
ply have a larger fraction of virions lacking any trimers.
We extended our basic model in four different ways. In the
first extension, we allowed for imperfect transfection of cells by
wild-type and mutant Env-encoding plasmids. In the second
extension, we incorporated the possibility that envelope pro-
teins segregate within transfected cells. In the third extension,
we considered the possibility that trimers might need to be
sufficiently close to each other on the virion to cooperate dur-
ing the infection of a cell. In the last extension, we relaxed the
assumption that there is a strict threshold number of trimers
above which a virion is infectious but assigned an RI to virions
with any number of trimers. All of our model extensions re-
sulted in a significantly better fit to the data. This does not
imply, however, that any of the mechanisms we incorporated
into the extended models reflect the biological reality. Rather,
the factors we consider—such as transfection efficiency, segre-
gation, or proximity requirements—should be quantified inde-
pendently to allow better estimation of the stoichiometry of
entry. Moreover, additional mechanisms which we did not
consider here may also lead to an improvement of the fit to
the data.
The imperfect transfection model allows for variation of the
fraction of mutant envelope proteins in the Env pool across the
transfected cells. When this model was fitted to the data of
Yang et al. (18), the stoichiometry of entry was estimated to be
19. The coefficient of variation is almost 1, suggesting that
there are only two different types of transfected cells: one
expressing almost exclusively wild-type envelope proteins and
another expressing almost exclusively mutant envelope pro-
teins. If this were indeed the case, the generated pseudotyped
virions would carry mostly homotrimers. Whether this model
extension is biologically relevant should be tested by studying
the envelope pool in more detail. This could be done by linking
the wild-type and mutant Env-encoding regions on the plas-
mids to different luminescent markers to test if cells coexpress
both wild-type and mutant envelope proteins. Furthermore,
one could quantify mutant and wild-type envelope-encoding
plasmids and proteins on a single-cell level to obtain estimates
of the variation in transfection and expression. These estimates
can then be used to obtain a better estimate of the stoichiom-
etry of entry.
Fitting the segregation model, we estimated the stoichiom-
etry of entry to be 19, as in the imperfect transfection model.
Further, we estimated a segregation coefficient of almost 1,
which corresponds to practically full segregation. Although the
model with almost full segregation fits the data of Yang et al.
(18) significantly better than our basic model, full segregation
is unlikely since influenza virus hemagglutinin trimers are
found to be formed almost perfectly at random (1), and for
HIV, some studies have documented the formation of hetero-
trimers (2, 3, 12, 14). By measuring the fraction of virions that
have heterotrimers on their surface, it would be possible to
estimate the segregation coefficient independently (Fig. 7).
This estimate of the segregation coefficient can then be used to
refine estimates of the stoichiometry of entry.
Extending our basic model by potential proximity require-
ments also significantly increases the quality of the fit to the
data of Yang et al. (18). We estimate that the critical distance
between trimers ranges from 10 to 100 nm and the stoichiom-
etry of entry ranges from 2 to 5. On the one hand, the estimates
of the critical distance are quite consistent with the entry claw
size of 40 nm that Sougrat et al. (15) observed. On the other
hand, they observed five to seven rods of high density between
the virion and the cell, which is higher than our estimate of the
stoichiometry of entry. Sougrat et al. (15), however, raise the
possibility that first five to seven trimer-receptor interactions
form a scaffold (the entry claw) but that fusion of the virion
and the cell then requires a lower number of trimers. More-
over, the virions Sougrat et al. (15) observed mostly did not
have any trimers outside of the entry claw; whether they could
not be detected or whether trimers are either shed or recruited
into the contact region between the virion and the cell remains
to be determined. If trimers were indeed recruited into the
contact region, an essential assumption of the proximity model
would be violated, i.e., that trimer positions are fixed on the
virion surface. More information on the spatial-temporal dy-
namics of trimers on the virion surface is needed in this con-
text.
The last model we considered was the soft threshold model.
We initially conceived this model to investigate if a softer
threshold may be able to explain some of the residual deviation
between the prediction of our basic model and the data. The
resulting estimates of the parameters of the soft threshold
model, however, are in contradiction to a threshold assump-
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tion. Rather, the RI of virions is estimated to increase approx-
imately linearly with the number of functional trimers on them.
We find that the estimate of the stoichiometry of entry
depends sensitively on the assumptions about the generation of
pseudotyped virions. Our estimates range from 2 to 19. We
identify key parameters which should be determined indepen-
dently to allow a better estimation of the stoichiometry of
entry. We suggest the following experiments (in order of their
importance for the estimation of the stoichiometry of entry).
(i) In the first and most important line of experiments, the
distribution of trimer numbers (our parameters s) has to be
determined. This distribution is a crucial input parameter for
all models and can be studied by electron tomography (15, 21).
The number of trimers on a sample of a few hundred virions
should be determined. It would be advisable to use the same
pseudotyped virions for this as one is going to use for the
generation of virions with mixed trimers. (ii) A second line of
experiments should clarify if the fraction of mutant envelope
proteins in the Env pool of transfected cells varies or if it is
equal to the fraction of mutant Env-encoding plasmids with
which the cells have been transfected. (iii) In a third line of
experiments, the fraction of heterotrimers on virions should be
quantified. From this experiment, the segregation parameter
can be estimated. (iv) A last line of experiments should deter-
mine whether the trimers have fixed positions on the virion
surface or whether they can change their positions. If they can
change their positions, the proximity model would be proven
invalid because it assumes that the trimers have fixed positions
on the virion surface.
The stoichiometry of HIV entry is essential for our under-
standing of which virions are infectious. Only once we know
the molecular characteristics of infectious virions can we pro-
ceed to investigate how to best target these virions with vac-
cines or drugs. The next step in a quantitative understanding of
HIV entry will be to find out how many antibodies or drug
molecules are required to prevent HIV entry into cells. How-
ever, before we can proceed to investigate the quantitative
aspects of antibody neutralization or drug action, a reliable
estimate of the stoichiometry of entry is needed. In this article,
we outlined which parameters have to be determined to allow
a reliable estimation of the stoichiometry of entry, i.e., the
variation in the number of trimers between virions, the varia-
tion in transfection efficiency, the segregation coefficient of
envelope proteins within transfected cells, and the spatial-tem-
poral dynamics of trimers on the virion surface.
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